GEFCO SELECT SE134
Filigran Spray Jet
TM

Georgia Fountain Company, Inc.

DESCRIPTION
The GEFCO Select #SE134-15 Filigran Spray Jet is designed to
provide a multi- stream spray of approximately 5" width, that in its
lower spray heights gives a filigran type effect, especially within an
angle pattern, where the spray ‘folds’ over itself, actually crossing
the streams. In the greater spray heights this jet in its greater width
can give from one side the appearance of a large, full stream jet
whilst only using a fraction of the flow. This jet can be adapted for
salt water use.
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A GEFCO Select #SE137-Series Adjustment Flange is designed to
correct the vertical adjustment of sprays up to 5 degrees off of
vertical, for larger adjustment use a GEFCO Select #SE138-Series
Swivel Union (both #SE137-Series and #SE138-Series can be
ordered separately).
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The GEFCO Select #SE134-15 Filigran Spray Jet can be installed
on a GEFCO #PE109-Series Slab Penetration which will provide a
rigid non-corrosive, waterproofing penetration. The Jet can also be
mounted on a spray pod, spray ring, spray bar or a spray arc.
1-1/2" NPT

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

SCALE: NONE

* GEFCO Select #SE134 Filigran Spray Jet:
- made of cast bonze, brass fitted.
- 7 ea. 0.250" orifice jets
- 1-1/2" NPT female connection.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
- 100 % Filtered water recommended
- Suction Straining required to be: MAX. 0.187".
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IMPORTANT REQUIREMENT

IMPORTANT

Designers and Engineers shall be responsible for the accuracy of system flow rates and especially
system head loss requirements. Stated flows and head pressure requirements for any listed spray
height are required AT THE NOZZLE. Extrapolations for unlisted spray heights are at the sole
responsibility of the Designers and/or Engineers.

Dimensions, Manufacturers and/or
Materials subject to change without notice
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